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NETLIB and CERNLIB repositories for the pratial implementations. It is alsoworth quoting here the \CHEBFUN" objet-oriented Matlab system [4℄, whihhas been reently developed in order to extend basi Matlab funtions to theontinuous ontext, via Chebyshev approximation. On the other hand, onern-ing the extension of Chebyshev approximation to bivariate funtions only somesattered results, restrited to the ase of retangular domains (see, e.g., [21℄),seem to have appeared in the literature. In partiular, an adaptive algorithm forbivariate Chebyshev approximation, taking into aount the di�erent behaviorsof the underlying funtion in di�erent parts of the domain, and working also ona wide lass of domain geometries, does not seem to be yet available.In the following subsetions we desribe the analytial onstrution of theapproximation on the square [�1; 1℄2, we disuss its pratial implementation,and we present two numerial tests. In Setion 2 we extend the Chebyshevapproximation method to other bivariate domains, namely domains whih aresmooth transformations of a square, and we give several numerial examplesonerning funtions with di�erent degree of regularity on domains with variousgeometries. In Setion 3 we apply adaptive Chebyshev approximation to thefast evaluation of linear and nonlinear bivariate integral transforms.2 Adaptive Chebyshev approximation on a square.2.1 Analytial onstrution.Let us begin with the simplest ase, that is a funtion f(x; y) de�ned on thesquare [�1; 1℄2, the adaptation to retangular domains being straightforward.The basi idea is simple: suppose that f(x; y) an be expanded in Chebyshevseries in y (uniformly in x), then we get f(x; y) = P1i=0 i(x)Ti(y). Moreover,suppose that we an expand eah oeÆient i(x) in Chebyshev series (uniformlyin i), i.e. i(x) = P1j=0 ijTj(x). Then, it is natural to seek a polynomialapproximation of the formf(x; y) � nXi=0 miXj=0 ij Tj(x) Ti(y) ; (2)obtained by suitable trunation of the univariate Chebyshev expansions de-sribed above. This is made rigorous by the following result, whih rests onthe natural bivariate extension of the well-known Dini-Lipshitz ondition foruniform onvergene of univariate Chebyshev series [17, 22℄.Theorem 1 Let f : [�1; 1℄2 ! R be ontinuous and suh thatlog (n) os(f ; [�1; 1℄2; 1=n)! 0 as n!1 ; (3)where os(f ; [�1; 1℄2; 1=n) denotes the 1=n-osillation of f in [�1; 1℄2, i.e.os(f ; [�1; 1℄2; 1=n) := maxjP�Qj�1=n fjf(P )� f(Q)j; P;Q 2 [�1; 1℄2g : (4)2



For every " > 0, there exist an index n("), and a sequene mi = m(i; "),suh that the following bivariate polynomial approximation of f(x; y) with degreemaxi fi+mig holdsmax(x;y)2[�1;1℄2 jf(x; y)� p(x; y)j � " ; p(x; y) = n(")Xi=0 miXj=0 ij Tj(x) Ti(y) ; (5)where the oeÆients fijg are given byij = 2 Æ̂j� Z 1�1 2 Æ̂i� Z 1�1 1p1� y2 f(x; y)Ti(y) dy! 1p1� x2 Tj(x) dx ; (6)having de�ned Æ̂k = 1� Æk0=2 by the usual Kroneker symbol.Proof. First, we prove that for every �xed " > 0, there exists an index n(")suh that f(x; �)� n(")Xi=0 i(x)Ti(�)1 � "=2 ; (7)uniformly in x. In view of Jakson's theorem [23℄, this is an immediate onse-quene of the hain of inequalitiesf(x; �)� nXi=0 i(x)Ti(�)1 � (1 + �n) kf(x; �)� p�n(�)k1� 6 (1 + �n) os(f(x; �); [�1; 1℄; 1=n) � 6 (1 + �n) os(f ; [�1; 1℄2; 1=n) ; (8)where p�n denotes the degree n polynomial of best uniform approximation forf(x; �) in [�1; 1℄, and the Lebesgue onstant �n is estimated as �n � 3 +(4=�2) logn, f. [17, 22℄.Realling that the Chebyshev oeÆients i(x) are de�ned byi(x) = 2 Æ̂i� Z 1�1 1p1� y2 f(x; y)Ti(y) dy ; (9)with the same reasoning as above we get the hain of inequalitiesi � mXj=0 ij Tj1 � 6 (1 + �m) os(i; [�1; 1℄; 1=m)� 12� (1 + �m) Z 1�1 1p1� y2 os(f(�; y); [�1; 1℄; 1=m) dy� 48 (1 + logm�2 ) os(f ; [�1; 1℄2; 1=m) ; (10)3



where the Chebyshev oeÆients ij of i are de�ned as in (6). By observingthat, for every " > 0, in view of (10) and (3) we an take mi = m(i; ") suh thati � miXj=0 ij Tj1 � "2 (1 + n(")) ; (11)uniformly in i, we �nally obtainmax(x;y)2[�1;1℄2 ������f(x; y)� n(")Xi=0 miXj=0 ij Tj(x) Ti(y)������ � maxx2[�1;1℄f(x; �)� n(")Xi=0 i(x)Ti(�)1+ max(x;y)2[�1;1℄2 ������n(")Xi=0 0�i(x) � miXj=0 ij Tj(x)1A Ti(y)������� "2 + n(")Xi=0 i � miXj=0 ij Tj1 � "2 + n(")Xi=0 "2 (1 + n(")) = " : (12)Some omments on the approximation result above are now in order. First,observe that ondition (3) is satis�ed by any globally H�older ontinuous funtionon the square. Moreover, it is lear that as in the univariate ase, the smootherthe funtion f , the faster the onvergene of the method. This an be justi�edby estimating the deay rate of the Chebyshev oeÆients. Indeed, it has beenshown in [21℄ that when f 2 Cm+�[�1; 1℄2, i.e. f has m-th partial derivativeswhih are H�older ontinuous of order �, m + � > 0, then i(x) = O(i�m��)uniformly in x, and ij = O(min fi�m��; j�m��g). We'll not deepen furtherthis aspet, whih ould be important for example in order to derive a priorionvergene estimates. On the other hand, the adaptive algorithm desribed inthe next setion is able to exploit automatially the regularity features of thefuntion f , and is based on a posteriori error estimates.Observe �nally that all the information neessary to reonstrut the funtionf on the square, up to the given tolerane ", is ompressed in the oeÆientsmatrix fijg i = 0; : : : ; n("), j = 0; : : : ;maxmi. This matrix in general is notfull, but has a null \right-lower" portion. In fat, the oeÆients i(x) arein�nitesimal (uniformly in x) as i ! 1, so that the trend of the sequene miis noninreasing. By using a suitable data struture, the memory alloationfor the polynomial ompression of f(x; y) up to " is given by Pn(")i=0 (mi + 1)oating-point numbers.2.2 Implementation of the method.The pratial implementation of the bivariate Chebyshev approximation methodfollows stritly the onstrution in the proof of Theorem 1, and is based on ef-�ient univariate Chebyshev approximation. For this purpose, we seleted the4



robust Fortran ode [13℄ from the CERNLIB, and we translated it in the Cprogramming language with some minor adaptations in view of the bivariateembedding. The most important of these adaptations are: we have allowed dis-rete values of the funtion at the Chebyshev-Lobatto nodes as inputs (the orig-inal ode requires an analyti de�nition), sine the Chebyshev oeÆients areevaluated as usual by Gauss-Lobatto quadrature, and only the disrete valuesat Chebyshev-Lobatto nodes are really required; moreover, we have introduedan additional stopping riterion based on a possible \stalling" of onvergene.The \regular" exit is based on a lassial and somehow empirial a posterioriestimate [6℄, namely looking for the �rst triple of onseutive oeÆients whosesum of absolute values is below a given tolerane; on the other hand, the outputerror estimate uses for safety the omplete tail of the last omputed oeÆients.Other important features of the univariate ode are that it doubles iterativelythe omputed oeÆients, minimizing the omputational e�ort via a lever useof the FFT, and moreover that it minimizes a posteriori the �nal number ofoutput Chebyshev oeÆients, by eliminating bakward those whose ontribu-tion to the tail (sum of absolute values) remains below a suitable threshold.Observe that, as it is well-known, onstruting the disrete univariate Cheby-hev approximation by Gauss-Lobatto quadrature entails that the orrespondingpolynomial is also interpolant at the Chebyshev-Lobatto nodes. Clearly, thisfeature will be inherited by the bivariate method, whih beomes ultimately aninterpolation method.We an now give a brief desription of the main features of the adaptiveChebyshev algorithm for onstruting the bivariate approximating polynomialp(x; y) in (5), by using a pseudo-ode notation.2.2.1 Adaptive algorithm for bivariate Chebyshev approximation:(I) Set the initial number of Chebyshev subintervals m := m0 (that is m0 + 1Chebyshev nodes, default m0 = 2), the error tolerane ", the stalling detetionparameter � (default � := 0:1), the maximum number of doubling steps itmax;initialize the iteration ounter it := 0.(II) Take vertial \uts" on the square, orresponding to the new Chebyshev-Lobatto nodes �j = os (j�=m), with j = 0; 1; :::;m if m = m0 (it = 0), andj = 1; 3; 5; : : : ;m � 1 (only odd values) if m > m0 (it > 0): approximatethe funtion f(x; y) by the univariate ode as a trunated Chebyshev series~f(x; y) =Pn(x;�")i=0 i(x)Ti(y) at eah ut x = �j , up to a fration � of the globaltolerane (say � = 0:5). This step provides the values fi(�j)g of the oeÆientfuntions i(x), i = 0; 1; :::; n(�") =: maxj n(�j ; �"), at the Chebyshev x-nodesf�jg, j = 0; : : : ;m (the values orresponding to even indexes have already beenomputed in the previous iterations).(III) For every i = 0; 1; :::; n(�"), passing the new values fi(�j)g to the uni-variate ode, produe the Chebyshev approximation ~i(x) =Pmj=0 ijTj(x), andhek whether k~i � ik1 � (1� �)"=(1 + n(�")) : (13)5



Here we use the error estimatekf�pk1 � kf� ~fk1+k ~f�pk1 � maxj kf(�j ; �)� ~f(�j ; �)k1 + n(�")Xi=0 k~i � ik1� �"+ (1 + n(�")) maxi k~i � ik1 : (14)If the stopping riterion (13) is not satis�ed (the approximation in the x-diretion is not satisfatory for some index i), return to (II) with m := 2m,it := it+ 1.It is worth noting the full adaptivity of this algorithm, whih is furtherimproved by some implementation triks. For example, as usual the globaltolerane is taken as a ombination of a relative and an absolute one, " ="r kfk1 + "a, where the estimate of the maximum norm of the funtion isdynamially updated when new uts are added. Moreover, whenever a stallingof onvergene ours, for example during the Chebyshev approximation along aut, the absolute tolerane "a is automatially modi�ed and set to a value loseto the estimated size of the error at stalling, in order to avoid overpreision (andthus saving omputational work) on other uts, or in the x-diretion. The errorstalling is deteted by the univariate ode, namely by omparing the triple ofoeÆients indexed by n � 2, n � 1, n, with those indexed by 2n � 2, 2n � 1,2n, where 2n is the last degree of the Chebyshev approximation. In pratie,the ode heks whether the ratio of two onseutive error estimates belongs toa given neighborhood of 1, say [1� �; 1+ �℄; the stalling phenomenon is typialof low regularity of the funtion, for example in the presene of noise, or inthe appliation to disrete integral transforms with weakly-singular kernels (see[8, 25℄ for the univariate ase, [16℄ and setion 3 below for bivariate instanes).2.2.2 Two numerial examples.In order to give a �rst illustration of the performane of our implementationof adaptive bivariate Chebyshev approximation, we apply the method to thereonstrution of Franke's funtion [11℄,f(x; y) = 34 e�(9x�2)2=4�(9y�2)2=4 + 34 e�(9x�2)2=49�(9y�2)2=10+12 e�(9x�7)2=4�(9y�3)2=4 � 15 e�(9x�4)2�(9y�7)2 ; (x; y) 2 [0; 1℄2 ; (15)whih is a popular test in the framework of bivariate interpolation. Reall that,as has been already stressed above, the fully disrete Chebyshev algorithm givesin pratie also a polynomial interpolation tehnique.In Table 1 we report the results orresponding to the appliation of theadaptive Chebyshev algorithm at various toleranes (extension of the methodfrom [�1; 1℄2 to general squares and retangles is immediate by the usual intervaltransformation). The true relative errors have been omputed on a suitable6



Table 1: Adaptive Chebyshev approximation of Franke's funtion (15) at variousrelative toleranes "r. oe�s nodes est. error rel. error"r = 10�3 336 625 2 � 10�3 7 � 10�4"r = 10�6 878 2145 2 � 10�6 5 � 10�7"r = 10�9 1441 2913 1 � 10�9 3 � 10�10ontrol grid. Observe that the overall number of funtion evaluations at thesampling Chebyshev nodes is higher than the number of output ChebyshevoeÆients, sine as already observed the ode is able to disard insigni�antoeÆients.For the sake of omparison with another widely used bivariate method, weshow in Table 2 the relative errors given by interpolation of the same funtionwith Radial Basis Funtions (RBF) with a suitable saling (see, e.g., [5℄), atthree uniform N �N grids in [0; 1℄2, orresponding to the integer squares N2losest to the number of nodes (i.e. of funtion evaluations) required by theChebyshev algorithm.In order to illustrate the performane of the adaptive Chebyshev algorithmon a less regular funtion, we onsider f(x; y) = (x2 + y2)5=2 on [�1; 1℄2 and on[0; 2℄2, whih is of lass C4 with Lipshitz-ontinuous fourth partial derivatives,but has �fth partial derivatives that are disontinuous at the origin. The resultsare reported in Table 3, where one an observe that the algorithm performsbetter when the singularity is loated at a orner of the square, sine Chebyshevsampling nodes luster at the sides and espeially at the orners. This suggeststhat, whenever the loation of a singularity (of the derivatives) is known, thesquare (retangle) should be split into four subretangles, with the singularityin the ommon vertex.In Table 4 a omparison is made with lassial biubi interpolation onthree uniform N � N grids in [�1; 1℄2 (Matlab \INTERP2" funtion), againorresponding to the integer squares N2 losest to the number of nodes (i.e. offuntion evaluations) required by the adaptive Chebyshev algorithm.3 Other domains.We an now fae more general situations. Consider a funtion f de�ned on abivariate ompat domain 
, that orresponds to the square [�1; 1℄2 throughthe smooth surjetive transformation� : [�1; 1℄2 ! 
 ; (X;Y ) 7! (x(X;Y ); y(X;Y )) : (16)7



Table 2: Relative approximation errors of Franke's funtion (15) by RBF interpolationat three uniform N �N grids in [0; 1℄2, with Thin-Plate Splines (TPS), Inverse Multi-Quadris (IMQ), Wendland's C2 ompatly supported funtions (W2).625 = 252 nodes 2116 = 462 nodes 2916 = 542 nodesTPS 1 � 10�3 5 � 10�4 3 � 10�4IMQ 7 � 10�6 4 � 10�7 7 � 10�7W2 7 � 10�4 2 � 10�4 1 � 10�4Then, we an onstrut by the method desribed above the Chebyshev-likepolynomial approximation p(X;Y ) � F (X;Y ) := f(x(X;Y ); y(X;Y )) on thesquare [�1; 1℄2 3 (X;Y ), and �nally obtain an approximation of the formf(x; y) � �(x; y) = p(X(x; y); Y (x; y)) = n(")Xi=0 miXj=0 ij Tj(X(x; y))Ti(Y (x; y)) ;(17)(x; y) 2 
, whih is in general no longer polynomial. In (17), (X(x; y); Y (x; y))denotes the \inverse" transformation ��1 : 
 n
S ! [�1; 1℄2, whih is allowedto be unde�ned only in a �nite number of singular points 
S .Observe that, from the theoretial point of view, when the funtion f isglobally H�older-ontinuous in 
, a H�older-ontinuous transformation suÆesto ensure onvergene of the Chebyshev-like approximation method. However,a key point in order to avoid loss of smoothness in this proess and thus anarti�ial slowing down of onvergene, is to hoose a transformation as smoothas possible, and in any ase with at least the same degree of regularity of thefuntion f . This role of the transformation will be lari�ed by the example inTable 6 below. Now we are ready to desribe four important lasses of domaingeometries, with orresponding transformations (the terminology being thatusual in the �eld of numerial ubature).3.1 Generalized retangles (Cartesian oordinates).The domain 
 is de�ned by
 = f(x; y) : a � x � b ; g1(x) � y � g2(x)g ; (18)g1 and g2 being suitable funtions (these are the typial domains where doubleintegrals an be splitted). Here the transformation isx(X;Y ) = x(X) = a+(X+1)b� a2 ; y(X;Y ) = g1(x)+(Y +1)g2(x)� g1(x)2 ;(19)8



Table 3: Adaptive Chebyshev approximation of f(x; y) = (x2+y2)5=2 on [�1; 1℄2 andon [0; 2℄2, at various relative toleranes.oe�s nodes est. error rel. error"r = 10�3 dom=[�1; 1℄2 51 289 1 � 10�4 1 � 10�4dom=[0; 2℄2 48 81 5 � 10�6 2 � 10�6"r = 10�6 dom=[�1; 1℄2 223 673 1 � 10�6 1 � 10�6dom=[0; 2℄2 99 249 2 � 10�7 1 � 10�7"r = 10�9 dom=[�1; 1℄2 1399 4929 3 � 10�8 3 � 10�8dom=[0; 2℄2 260 529 1 � 10�9 6 � 10�10

Table 4: Relative approximation errors of f(x; y) = (x2 + y2)5=2 by biubi interpo-lation at three N �N uniform grids in [�1; 1℄2.289 = 172 nodes 676 = 262 nodes 5041 = 712 nodesbiubi interp. 3 � 10�3 8 � 10�4 4 � 10�5
9



Table 5: Adaptive Chebyshev approximation of f(x; y) = ex(sin (y) + xy2) on thegeneralized retangle �2 � x � 1, sin (x)�2 � y � log (x+ 3) (Cartesian oordinates);the absolute and relative toleranes have been set to "a = 10�8, "r = 10�6.oe�s nodes est. error rel. errorCartesian 124 289 6 � 10�8 2 � 10�8and its inverse is given byX(x; y) = X(x) = �1 + 2x� ab� a ; Y (x; y) = �1 + 2 y � g1(x)g2(x)� g1(x) : (20)The latter is not de�ned at the possible points (x; y) where g1(x) = g2(x),but this is not a real problem, sine in suh ases the Chebyshev series onthe orresponding X-ut is onstant, and our algorithm manages the situationomputing p(X(x); Y (x; y)) =Pm0j=0 0j Tj(X(x)), f. (17), (20). The regularityof the transformation is learly given by the regularity of the funtions g1 andg2. An example of adaptive Chebyshev approximation of an extremely regularfuntion on a generalized retangle an be found in Table 5.3.2 Generalized setors (polar oordinates).These are de�ned by �1 � � � �2, �1(�) � � � �2(�), and the transformationis the omposition of one analogous to (19) with the hange from Cartesian topolar oordinates, with inverseX(x; y) = �1 + 2 � � �1�2 � �1 ; Y (x; y) = �1 + 2 �� �1(�)�2(�) � �1(�) ;where � = �(x; y) =px2 + y2 ; �(x; y) = artan (y=x) : (21)Observe that in pratie we approximate the funtion g(�; �) = f(� os �; � sin �)on a generalized retangle in polar oordinates, and that the \uts" orrespondto �xing the angles. The speial ase of the origin is managed by hoosing�(0; 0) = 0, while the angles where �1 = �2 are treated as above. Again, theregularity of the transformation is determined by the funtions �1 and �2. Thesimplest ase is that of a irle of radius R entered at the origin, i.e. 0 � � � 2�,0 � � � R. Notie that the transformation is analyti in this ase, while thatorresponding to the irle represented diretly in Cartesian oordinates is noteven C1, sine we have g1(x) = �pR2 � x2, g2(x) = pR2 � x2, whih havesingular derivatives at x = �R.We stress this fat by showing Table 6, whih illustrates the importaneof hoosing of the right transformation. Notie that, while the funtion is ex-tremely smooth, the hoie of representing the unit irle in Cartesian oordi-nates leads to omputational failure, sine the singularity of the transformation10



Table 6: Adaptive Chebyshev approximation of f(x; y) = os (x+ y) on the unit irlein Cartesian and polar oordinates; the absolute and relative toleranes have been setto "a = 10�8, "r = 10�6. oe�s nodes est. error rel. errorCartesian 4114 57081 7 � 10�6 7 � 10�6polar 196 393 3 � 10�7 1 � 10�7entails very slow onvergene (the relative error in k � k1 is omputed by om-parison with the exat values on a suitable ontrol grid).3.2.1 Starlike domains in polar oordinates.An important sublass of generalized setors is given by starlike domains, i.e.[�1; �2℄ = [0; 2�℄, �1(�) � 0 (up to a translation). Here a di�erent transformationan be de�ned, whih allows more symmetry in the uts, whih now luster atboth � = 0 and at � = � instead of only at � = 0, and in addition avoidslustering of sampling nodes at the origin. This is obtained by varying theangle � in [0; �℄, and by allowing negative values of � in order to span thenegative half-plane, in the following way� = �(X;Y ) = �2 (X+1) ; � = �(X;Y ) = (Y +1) �2(�) + �2(� + �)2 ��2(�+�) ;(22)with x(X;Y ) = �(X;Y ) os (�(X;Y )), y(X;Y ) = �(X;Y ) sin (�(X;Y )). The\inverse" transformation is given byX(x; y) = �1 + 2 �� ; Y (x; y) = �1 + 2 �� �2(� + �)�2(�) + �2(� + �) ;with � = �(x; y) = sign(y)px2 + y2 ; � = �(x; y) = artan (y=x) : (23)The advantage of using the transformation (22)-(23) for a starlike domaininstead of standard polar oordinates, is illustrated by Table 7.3.3 The triangle.Besides their own interest, the importane of triangular domains stems fromthe fat that bivariate domains with omplex geometries an be eÆiently tri-angulated, by the omputational geometry odes that are at the basis of �niteelement tehniques. For simpliity, we refer here to a triangle with one vertex inthe origin and another on the positive x-axis (the side length being denoted byb), and the third vertex V = (v1; v2) in the �rst quadrant. It is lear that thison�guration is always obtainable by a suitable rotation and translation of the11



Table 7: Adaptive Chebyshev approximation of f(x; y) = e�xy(os (x) + sin (y)) onthe ardioid 0 � � � 2�, 0 � � � os ((� � �)=2); the absolute and relative toleraneshave been set to "a = 10�8, "r = 10�6.oe�s nodes est. error rel. errorpolar 302 681 4 � 10�7 1 � 10�6starlike 191 473 4 � 10�7 5 � 10�7original triangle. We adopt in this ase a transformation whih is essentiallythat proposed for the �rst time by Proriol [20℄, and later revived by variousauthors [10, 15, 19℄, that isx(X;Y ) = b2 (X + 1) �1� y(X;Y )v2 �+ v1v2 y(X;Y ) ; y(X;Y ) = v22 (Y + 1) ;(24)with inverse X(x; y) = �1 + 2b x� y v1=v21� y=v2 ; Y (x; y) = �1 + 2yv2 : (25)It is easily seen that here the uts orrespond to the segments onneting thevertex V with the Chebyshev-Lobatto nodes of the opposite side. The inversetransformation is not de�ned at the vertex V (where y = v2), but in this asethe algorithm hooses X(V ) = 1 (observe that the vertex V orresponds to thewhole upper side of the square [�1; 1℄2), and omputes f(V ) = p(1; 1), sine(1; 1) is one of the sampling nodes in the referene square.Clearly the Proriol transformation, whih is algebrai (quadrati) and gives�nally through the Chebyshev method a rational approximation �(x; y) =p(X(x; y); Y (y)) � f(x; y), f. (17), is only one of the possibilities. For ex-ample, as it is well known, any triangle an be transformed into the unit refer-ene triangle with verties (0; 0), (1; 0) and (0; 1) by a nonsingular aÆne map-ping. Then, the referene triangle an be seen as a generalized retangle withg1 � 0, g2(x) = 1 � x, obtaining again an algebrai transformation and a ra-tional Chebyshev-like approximation. In any ase, the Proriol transformationappears more \natural" for a triangle, and is advantageous, for example, whenthe funtion varies rapidly in a diretion perpendiular to a single side and moreslowly in a diretion parallel to that side.This is illustrated by Tables 8 and 9, where the triangle with verties (0; 0),(1; 0) and (1; 1) is onerned. In Table 8 the funtion f(x+ y) = os (x+ y) isextremely smooth, and the performanes of the adaptive Chebyshev algorithmin Cartesian oordinates (g1 � 0, g2(x) = x), and via the Proriol transforma-tion, are quite similar. The situation hanges ompletely in Table 9, wheref(x; y) = g(x � y) with g(u) varying rapidly (strongly peaked) for u ! 0. In12



Table 8: Adaptive Chebyshev approximation of f(x; y) = os (x+ y) on the triangle(0; 0), (1; 0), (1; 1), in Cartesian oordinates and with the Proriol transformation (24)-(25); the absolute and relative toleranes have been set to "a = 10�8, "r = 10�6.oe�s nodes est. error rel. errorCartesian 63 149 4 � 10�8 2 � 10�8Proriol 70 149 2 � 10�8 9 � 10�9Table 9: Adaptive Chebyshev approximation of f(x; y) = exp (�100(x� y)2) on thetriangle (0; 0), (1; 0), (1; 1), in Cartesian oordinates and with the Proriol transfor-mation (24)-(25); the absolute and relative toleranes have been set to "a = 10�8,"r = 10�6. oe�s nodes est. error rel. errorCartesian 741 1661 1 � 10�6 2 � 10�7Proriol 31 165 2 � 10�7 1 � 10�7this ase, taking as referene vertex the point (1; 0) (i.e., the vertex where theuts originate), the funtion F (�; Y ) = f(x(�; Y ); y(Y )) and thus the ChebyshevoeÆients i(�) are onstant. This makes the adaptive Chebyshev algorithmmuh more eÆient, as an be seen in Table 9, where a omparison is given withthe diret use of Cartesian oordinates (it is worth reporting that the numberof uts required with the Proriol transformation is 5, versus 65 of the Cartesianase).4 An appliation: fast evaluation of bivariateintegral transforms.At this point, we ould summarize by observing that bivariate Chebyshev ap-proximation is partiularly useful when the domain is a smooth transformationof a square, and the funtion exhibits the following features: it is suÆientlyregular to guarantee a satisfatory onvergene rate; it an be evaluated at anypoint of the domain; the evaluation is ostly (indeed, after the approximationproess all the information, up to the tolerane, is ompressed in the ChebyshevoeÆients array). All these features are usually shown by funtions omingfrom the ation of bivariate integral operators, or of their disrete analogs,f(P ) = Z Z
K(P;Q; u(Q)) dQ � fd(P ) = MXh=1 NXk=1whkK(P;Qhk; uhk) ; (26)13



where P = (x; y); Q = (t; s) 2 
, u : 
 ! D � R, K : 
 � 
 � D ! R isa pentavariate kernel funtion, fwhkg and fQhkg are suitable ubature weightsand nodes, respetively, and uhk � u(Qhk).Observe that omputing the bivariate funtions f or fd in (26) at a largenumber of \target" points is a very ostly proess, sine eah evaluation or-responds to the omputation of a double integral. For example, if the disreteintegral transform fd has to be evaluated at all the MN ubature points fQhkg,as is usual in the numerial solution of integral equations within iterative solversof the orresponding disrete systems, a quadrati omplexity like O(M2N2)arises.Starting from the basi work of Rokhlin and Greengard in the '80s on thefast multipole method [12℄, whih represented a turning point in the simulationof large sale linear integral models, several fast methods have been proposed, allsharing the task of aelerating the evaluation of dense disrete linear operators:we may quote, e.g., wavelet-based methods [2℄, and more reently H-matrixmethods [18℄. Roughly summarizing, these fast methods at on the kernel ofthe linear operator by approximation theory tehniques, and are able to obtainimpressive speed-ups in evaluating the target vetor at a spei�ed preision,reduing the omplexity even from quadrati to linear. On the other hand, theyare usually tailored on the spei� struture of the kernel, and are oneived forlinear operators.In some reent papers, a di�erent approah has been explored in the frame-work of univariate integral operators [8, 9, 25℄ and equations [24℄, that of ael-erating the evaluation by approximating diretly the ation of the operator (i.e.the output funtion) via Chebyshev series or polynomial interpolation at Lejanodes. In the present paper we apply the same idea to bivariate integral oper-ators, by means of our adaptive Chebyshev approximation algorithm desribedabove. It is worth emphasizing some features of this approah (approximatingthe ation instead of the kernel of the operator):� we ompress the funtions f or fd in (26) into the array of the � ChebyshevoeÆients fijg, � = Pn(")i=0 (1 +mi), and redue onsequently the ostof evaluation of the disrete operator from O(M2N2) to O((� + �)MN),� + � � MN (where � = �(") denotes the overall number of samplingChebyshev nodes used by the adaptive algorithm along the uts);� we exploit the smoothing e�et of integration, a fat that has been oftenoverlooked onerning the onstrution of fast methods;� we are able to treat linear as well as nonlinear problems, beause weoperate after integration;� even in linear instanes, K(P;Q; u) = H(P;Q)u, we work in lower dimen-sion, sine we fae a bivariate approximation problem while the kernel His quadrivariate.It is worth realling here that the idea of approximating diretly the ation ofthe operator (the potential), has already appeared in the framework of ompu-14



tational methods of potential theory, f. e.g. [1℄ where a suitable radial basisinterpolation is adopted.In order to illustrate the e�etiveness of our approah, we present some ex-amples, olleted in Tables 10-12 below. The omputations have been performedon a Pentium 4/2.6 Ghz proessor; in all the examples the absolute and relativetoleranes in the Chebyshev approximation ode have been set to "a = 10�8,"r = 10�6. For the adaptive ubatures we have used the C++ pakage Cub-Pak++ (see [7℄), while the disrete operators have been obtained by a simpletrapezoidal-like ubature formula on aN�N uniform grid in the square [�1; 1℄2,via a suitable hange of variables by the transformations desribed above.Table 10 onerns the adaptive Chebyshev approximation and onsequentompression of a logarithmi potential with a onstant density, K(P;Q; u) =log (jP �Qj)u, u(Q) � 1, and of a nonlinear Urysohn-like transform (f., e.g.,[3, 14℄) with kernel K(x; y; t; s; u) = sin (yt+ xjsj+ u)=(1 + u) and argumentu(t; s) = j sin (et + jsj(s+ 1))j, the domain 
 being the unit irle. As is wellknown, logarithmi potentials are solutions of the Poisson equation �f(x; y) =2�u(x; y), f. [26℄. The relative error of Chebyshev approximation has beenomputed in k � k1 on a suitable ontrol grid. Notie in partiular that all theinformation neessary to reonstrut the logarithmi potential up to a relativeerror of the order of 10�7, is ompletely ontained in only 15 output ChebyshevoeÆients (and has required the omputation of 45 double integrals). Here wehave adopted a high-preision adaptive ubature method, and this orrespondsto approximating diretly the funtion f in (26).On the ontrary, in Tables 11 and 12 we approximate the ation of operatorsthat have been disretized by a ubature formula on a �xed N �N grid fQhkg(whih is also the target grid), and this orresponds to working with the fun-tion fd in (26). The transforms in Table 11 have respetively K(x; y; t; s; u) =exp (xt � ys)u, u(t; s) = sin (t) + 1 if t � s and u(t; s) = sin (s) � 1 if t < s,and K(x; y; t; s; u) = exp (u sin (x+ s) + y + t)=u, u(t; s) = et if t2 + s2 � 1and u(t; s) = sin (s) + 2 if t2 + s2 < 1. The domain, de�ned by �2 � x � 2,� sin (2x) � 2 � y � � sin (3x) + 2, is treated as a generalized retangle inCartesian oordinates. Observe that due to the disontinuity of the operatorarguments u(t; s) the ubature is not very preise, but the smoothness of thekernels entails that the bivariate Chebyshev approximation works satisfatorily,with errors very lose to the required tolerane and good speed-ups relative todiret evaluation.The speed-up SU is de�ned as (diret time)/(onstrution time + evaluationtime), \diret" denoting the mahine-time for omputing ffd(Qhk)g, \onstru-tion" that for omputing the Chebyshev oeÆients fijg of the approximatingfuntion �d(x; y) � fd(x; y) (f. (17)), and \evaluation" the mahine-time forevaluating the output vetor f�d(Qhk)g. As for the relative errors, they aremeasured in the maximum norm, maxhk jfd(Qhk)� �d(Qhk)j=maxhk jfd(Qhk)j.Notie that the evaluation time is a small fration of the onstrution time,sine the bulk of the algorithm is given by omputation of fd. Indeed, theobserved speed-ups are not far from the rough speed-up estimate N2/(numberof nodes): this means that taking for example a 500�500 grid, we ould expet15



Table 10: Adaptive Chebyshev ompression on the unit irle of a Urysohn-type non-linear transform with smooth kernel and of a logarithmi potential, pointwise evaluatedby adaptive ubature with tolerane 10�7.number of oe�s number of nodes relative errorlog potential 15 45 2 � 10�7Urysohn 99 289 4 � 10�8Table 11: Adaptive Chebyshev approximation of a linear disrete and of a Urysohn-type nonlinear disrete transform with smooth kernels and disontinuous arguments,on the generalized retangle �2 � x � 2, � sin (2x)�2 � y � � sin (3x)+2 (100�100grid). oe�s nodes rel. err. ub. err. onstr. eval. dir. SUlin. 815 1329 4 � 10�7 3 � 10�3 7:1 s 0:2 s 53:2 s 7:2Ury. 418 1065 3 � 10�6 6 � 10�4 8:8 s 0:1 s 97:3 s 10:9an inrease of the speed-up by a fator 25.Finally, it is worth ommenting on the examples in Table 12, where twodisrete logarithmi potentials have been omputed on a 500� 500 grid in po-lar oordinates on the unit irle. The �rst row in the table orresponds toa onstant density, while the seond to a C1 density whih has partial seondderivatives disontinuous on the Cartesian axes. Indeed, u2(t; s) is taken equalto et + s3 in the �rst quadrant, 1 + t + s3 in the seond, 1 + t � s2 in thethird, and et � s2 in the fourth. Here, we have a �xed ubature formula on aweakly-singular kernel, and the Chebyshev approximation error is not able toreah the required tolerane (a stalling phenomenon appears: the Chebysheverror stagnates at the size of the ubature error). This fat has already beenobserved in univariate instanes, f. [8, 9, 25℄ where it is analyzed and qualita-tively explained; the key point is that in weakly-singular instanes the disretetransform fd is singular at the ubature points, while f an be regular. Observethat the stalling phenomenon does not represent a real disadvantage, sine oneusually is not interested in approximating beyond the underlying disretizationerror.Referenes[1℄ G. Allasia, Approximating potential integrals by ardinal basis interpolantson multivariate sattered data in: \Radial basis funtions and partial dif-16
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